For many of us who have been in publishing for decades, the prevailing sentiment has been that books in translation will not sell here in the U.S. because the authors are unknown. Books in translation are too often ignored, so it is with appreciation and pride that I accept this award today for publishing *The Murderer’s Ape* by Jakob Wegelius.

 Publishing a “foreign novel” allows readers access to literature written in another language, of course. But more important, it allows us to see the world from a new perspective, and to consider new ideas that might open our minds. Translations make what might not be familiar newly accessible.

 We know that literature is a reflection of life and a source of learning as well as entertainment. It is wonderful to cross borders and cultures, sitting in an armchair, in a classroom, or in a library, simply by opening a book. Being introduced to a wide array of social and cultural relationships is vital to gaining understanding, tolerance, and empathy for others. As an editor and publisher, I look for books that offer readers insight into and appreciation of people we might not be able to communicate with on our own. Customs, traditions, attitudes, even prejudices are woven into books, and for readers, the opening of closed doors is often a revelation and a source of joy.

 I will share with you that at the Bologna Book Fair in 2014, it was the art that first drew me to this work, as I do not read Swedish. I asked for the novel to consider, and I received a partial, limited section in translation. *The Murderer’s Ape* has that extra-special secret sauce of also having been typed out by the gorilla Sally Jones, on a typewriter, no less! Wegelius’s story is a thrilling adventure as well as a captivating novel about dark truths and unexpected friendships.

 It was an award winner in other countries, and now we in the U.S. have the opportunity to read, share, and re-read this novel, and again, I thank you for recognizing the significance of Jakob Wegelius’s *The Murderer’s Ape*. 
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